Cast moderator
Simple wireless casting – made for the classroom

Give educators more control
- Keep class on track by controlling who’s casting and quickly turn off a cast with the click of a remote
- Connect with a secure 6-digit code saved on the cast receiver – no need to enter a code every time you want to present
- Moderate casting wirelessly so you can walk around the classroom as you teach without being tethered by cables

Empower students and inspire collaboration
- Invite students to cast to the big screen with a secure access code that refreshes each time they want to connect
- Help students share ideas by casting to show how they solved an algebra problem or present a report right from their Chromebook
- Allow students to cast on their own in real time and cut out the step of sending student work to teachers to present

Better together
Try out cast moderator with the Screencast app on your Chromebook to enable students to wirelessly cast to the front of the class while using robust moderation features. As you control the classroom casting experience, you can record, narrate, and transcribe your lessons, trim content, add screenshots, or even write on your screen with a touchscreen or stylus to highlight key concepts.

Learn more about Screencast